Ancestral Gene Follow-Up

On page 6 of Instauration’s October issue, Dr. Brander C. Kitchin writes, “African blacks and white Homo sapiens do not have the same origin. In fact, they are different species that, tragically, are able to interbreed.” My own doctorate is not in medicine, but I have studied taxonomy and genetics extensively. With all due respect to Dr. Kitchin, the definition everyone accepts of species does not allow two interbreeding groups to be called different species. In sexually reproducing creatures, a species is a group of life forms, all of whose normal adult members are able to mate with any other normal adult member of the opposite sex and thereby produce viable offspring. None of these normal adult members can produce viable offspring with any life form outside the group. If two groups can interbreed, they are of the same species, though they may be of different races. Ability to interbreed demands a common origin, even if remote. If two groups cannot interbreed, then they are by definition separate species. They may be closely related species, such as donkeys and horses. The offspring of such matings are sterile, thereby preventing interbreeding, but proving a common origin at some point in the past. The natures of the genomes of groups do not permit reunion once the groups have diverged genetically beyond a certain degree. This is the heart of Darwin’s theory and the explanation of how races form.

Divergence of two or more segregated groups of a species results as viable mutations occur within individual creatures. They are propagated in their offspring and become homogenized throughout each group but do not spread beyond a group’s boundaries because of the barriers that separate the groups. As conservation within each group of these individual mutations, assisted by mutual isolation, builds a stock of genes unique to each group, the genome of each gradually becomes incompatible with the genome of any other. Finally, intergroup incompatibility results when insufficient numbers of viable offspring are born that could permit merger of the two groups. At this stage, the old species has completed the cycle of species radiation and at least two new species have resulted.

There is a dangerous fallacy called genetic convergence in which two separate species coincidentally and miraculously evolve the ability to interbreed. Why this cannot happen is simply that, given the enormous number of possible combinations of nucleotides that make up the genes of even the simplest life forms, and the requirement that there be correspondence if not near perfect congruence among the genes of two prospective parents, genetic convergence is among the most statistically unlikely of events that can occur. This is like sprinkling a paper with ink and finding that the pattern exactly duplicates the score of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony. Edgar Rice Burroughs, in writing of the courtship of Deja Thoris of Mars and John Carter of Earth, which courtship produced a large egg of some sort, leaned on that fallacy. It makes a great story, which liberals use liberally to confuse the issue of race.

I know that this is damned technical, but we cannot propagate anything so profoundly interesting as Dr. Kitchin’s article, if it leads us into dangerous misconceptions. Let me offer an alternative hypothesis that does not rely on genetic convergence yet passes the Occam’s Razor test even more easily than Dr. Kitchin’s hypothesis.

Drs. Carleton Coon, Louis Leakey and others suspected that the Olduvai Gorge, a probable aulacogenic rift in east Africa, was the area in which some of man’s progenitors appeared. Groups of these creatures, still of the same species, began the species radiation cycle. Some stayed in Africa, others radiated into Asia and Europe. Once these groups became effectively separated, each individual’s mutations could evolve into traits that were preserved in that individual’s group alone and not shared beyond the group because of contact inefficiency. Even today the groups are genetically compatible enough to reunite, a fact which the regimes of the West are strongly counting on. It is practically certain that the mutation that led to the anti-AIDS allele, CCR5-delta32, was originally a merely random happenstance, as are all mutations. The anti-AIDS allele evolved as a mutation in a single individual, probably from the CCR5-delta32, the AIDS-neutral allele. We can make this speculation because the anti-AIDS allele is much rarer, and because it appears to convey no harmful effects to explain its rarity. Certainly the AIDS-neutral CCR5-delta32 allele has nothing in particular to commend it, unless coding for cells with docking sites has positive value in situations unrelated to AIDS. Yet since it is in the majority, I am urging that it was the common form of the gene before the anti-AIDS allele appeared.

Had the anti-AIDS allele been of negative survival value in whatever environment it appeared, its bearers would have died out in competition with their more viable brethren. Had the allele had immediate positive survival value, it would probably have increased to the point that all members of the group would ultimately at least carry it in genotype and probably display it in phenotype. Perhaps it had limited survival value in denying similar but less virulent viruses, the docking sites which Dr. Kitchen so capably describes in his article. This explains why it has not atrophied due to subsequent mutation at its site on chromosome #3. Or it could just be that chance ignored it until, lo and behold, its advantage became manifest when it displayed itself capable of denying the AIDS virus a docking site. I doubt that we can determine its history, but as a
general rule if a mutation is preserved it is almost invariably because it serves some survival purpose. Otherwise, in the tumble of factors that cause mutations, time will gradually corrupt it and it will disappear.

Many characteristics brought about by mutation have no immediate value, one way or the other, and gradually atrophy, unless the environment puts pressures on their bearers that such traits will either resist or succumb to. These traits then become significant assets or liabilities of the genome of the group and achieves evolutionary significance. Genes do not miraculously mutate because they suspect that their mutation will offer protection against some sort of harm. Genes simply mutate. The process is random, caused by such factors as cosmic ray penetrations, chemical stimuli or mere errors in chromosome replication. If a mutation conveys a useful trait, a very rare occurrence, it is preserved and increased. If it is neutral, it is neither extinguished nor increased, but may atrophy by subsequent mutation of the same gene or genes. If the gene is beneficial but recessive, it may offer no advantage until breeding pairs carrying it meet and reproduce. Likewise, if the gene is harmful but recessive, it may convey no detriment until two such alleles are joined, as in Hunter's, Hurler's or Sanfilippo's Syndromes, and its recessiveness may be what has protected it from extinction. Until it exposes itself through the traits it codes for to the environment in some way, for good or bad, a new allele of an old gene is neutral and useless.

Some environments could increase the value of an allele that would be detrimental in other environments. Sickle cell anemia is a well-known example. Where it has not killed off its bearers, it is found to be of value against Plasmodium, the genus of parasite that causes malaria. Where malaria is not a serious problem, sickle cell anemia has arisen and spread as a result of a genetic change in the Plasmodium species that causes malaria. Where malaria is a serious problem, sickle cell anemia has killed off its bearers. Those living in areas with active Plasmodium infestation who have no sickle cell allele simply suffer malaria's ravages as the rest of us would if we were there.

I bear a great debt of gratitude to Dr. Kitchin for the information his article conveys. It is better written than I could have done with the same information. It conveys an absolutely dynamite message regarding AIDS-resistant people and the genetic research surrounding them. It covers two areas, genetics and epidemiology, which I believe to be of crucial importance to our people. If Occam's Razor offers a simpler explanation for the phenomenon he describes than genetic convergence, an established fallacy, we should go with it. Moreover, the rarity of the CCR5-delta32 allele does emphatically not in itself argue that we are miscegenated, though genetic drift might explain some of our less Caucasian traits. I am simply saying that lacking CCR5-delta32 does not compel Dr. Kitchin's conclusion. An analysis of evolution, genetics and race offers a simpler explanation than his, one that avoids the convergence fallacy as well the acceptance of a heritage of miscegenation. We are not faced with mass extinction. Those graced with CCR5-delta32 are no more than that part of our Nordic race whose #3 chromosomes protect against the plague of the hour. Any breeding program we contemplate should select not merely for AIDS resistance but for all those characteristics that make us unique. AIDS is easy to avoid without drastic measures, simply by being our careful and moral selves. If 95% of humanity dies from it, we, with or without CCR5-delta32, will emerge and rebuild our Eden in a far better world. Who knows? Perhaps we can even learn to splice CCR5-delta32 into our own less fortunate offspring. We've done more difficult things.

DUTCH UNCLE

Let Us Redefine Species

Dr. Kitchin's article, "An Ancestral Gene May Save Us" (Instauration, Oct. 1999), provides compelling objective support for what for centuries has been intuitively known. That is that the three major races lumped together under the classification Homo sapiens, are so unlike that there must be some unfathomable chasm separating them. Physically and psychologically different, behaviorally different, perceptually different, emotionally and intellectually different—that there are also differences at the cellular level should come as no great surprise. Still, in light of these and similar findings, it may be time to reconsider current outdated classifications and hold them to be what they are—different species.

It may ultimately prove more illuminating to the study of Hominid evolution if we step outside of politically inspired classifications and their resultant dogmatic thinking and scientifically reclassify the subraces of Homo sapiens. Perhaps as different species altogether or conceivably as a subcategory between species and genus, but certainly not as the taxonomy of one single undifferentiated species. It is absurdly inconsistent with observable facts. Indeed, as our knowledge of cellular biology progresses we find at least as many, if not more, genetic markers differentiating between the Caucasoid, Mongoloid and Negroid as we do between say Wolves, Coyotes and Dogs—"species" that can also interbreed in artificially created environments.

If Dr. Kitchin's hypothesis regarding the long-term result of the HIV/AIDS pandemic is correct, a remnant population of those persons possessing the CCR5-delta32 allele will survive unless that genetic trait is first completely bred out through total miscegenation. This is unlikely to occur before the disease runs its increasingly rapid course.

A population of only a few hundred thousand healthy individuals built our civilization. It seems quite likely that a few thousand uncontaminated survivors will in future do at least as much.

Who was it who said, "You can't fool mother nature"?

LAWRENCE
**Incongruous Ally**
The Jewish establishment came out almost 100% for keeping the Brooklyn Museum exhibit that degrades and defames the Virgin Mary. The only important Jewish ally of Mayor Rudy Giuliani, who wanted to close it down was—of all people—Abe Foxman of the ADL. Abe wrote a letter to Cardinal O’Connor commiserating with him on the way the Catholic religion was being portrayed. Ironically if some Jewish hero or heroine like Moses or Anne Frank had been given the shaft, Abe would have closed the show down instanter.

**Racial Heterarchies**
Writing in Archaeology (Nov./Dec. 1999), Roderick J. McIntosh, professor of anthropology at Rice University, explains the practice of ethnic heterarchy in the Bethlehem steel works in Pennsylvania. He gives the reasons why it proved to be so successful there among first-generation Americans. Heterarchy is the term used to describe the partition of decisions among many ethnic groups without the undesirable effect of vertical control of hierarchies. At Bethlehem Steel the executive, research and upper engineering ranks were predominantly Anglo-Saxon, while the new immigrants filled specialized shops which took on a distinctly ethnic flavor. Hispanics ran the blast furnaces; Slovaks the specialty mills. Germans were the shop foremen. Hungarians operated the coke works, Irish patrolled the plant, and so on. The various ethnic churches in Bethlehem functioned as hiring halls. According to McIntosh, such heterarchal arrangements produced a special dynamism responsible for some of the most rapid and greatest technological advances.

**Malingering Minorities**
The act of self-maiming to avoid the rigors of military duty is called malingering. At the analytical level, malingering amounts to the substitution of a certain evil of lesser magnitude for an uncertain greater evil. It’s the equivalent of taking out an insurance policy whose premium is self-mutilation and whose payoff is protection from a catastrophic event. At the psychological level, malingering is adrift in deep rivers of psychic chaos, the source of which only a trained psychiatrist could assess. In the world of race, malingering is pursued by minorities every day of the week where the pathology of poor diet and devil-may-care indifference to drugs, drink and debauchery lead to incapacities in thinking and calculating, the necessary preconditions for obtaining a ticket aboard the public welfare gravy train. Whether such behavior is conscious is beside the point. It is pursued actively by a large proportion of the minority community. Paradoxically the traditional racist view of minorities, which chalks up their incapacities to inherent deficits of genetics, tends to promote such behavior by absolving them of responsibility for their actions and in the process legitimizing their claim to public welfare.

**Pushy Lady**
Lena Allen-Shore, a Holocaust survivor, has maintained over the years a lively correspondence with Pope John Paul II. She can’t say or write enough good things about the Holy Father. A teacher of art history, philosophy and Holocaust studies at Gratz College in Philadelphia, Lena is currently writing a bio of her favorite Catholic. In his younger days the Pope also studied art history and philosophy. In 1996 Ms. Shore got herself invited to a 45-minute private audience at the Vatican. Oh that chutzpah!

**Inside The Insider**
While the movie, The Insider, is cinematographically an excellent production (photography, acting, background music, dramatic effects), it is plain insidious. Essentially the film is a polemic against the tobacco industry. All well and good, but a closer view reveals that, while the veracity of the tobacco tycoons is obvious, the real villain in the film is corporate America. Disguised as a documentary, it is really a dramatization with full poetic license of a very topical subject. The media, specifically 60 Minutes and the N.Y. Times, are portrayed as the arbiters of right and wrong. Corporations and big money (tobacco money not whiskey money) are wicked and wrong and the people must be protected. In the film when Lowell Bergman blurts out that he studied under and admired Herbert Marcuse, we know where he and the movie are coming from. Worth seeing as a first-rate flick, the film is an insidious distortion of reality. Viewers of docudramas, like readers of Holocaust literature, must learn to distinguish between the factual and the fictional. The impresarios of Hollywood showbiz, like their kinsmen in Shoahbiz, know full well that a fictionalized dramatization of an important issue is far more effective than a factual documentary.

**Lock and Load**
The more minorities are given, the more they threaten to “explode.” Inner-city “explosiveness” has become the hot-button topic in the presidential campaign of left-leaning candidate Bill Bradley, who asserts, if the Majority does not come across with cradle-to-grave government-sponsored medical care, the nation’s minority neighborhoods “are sure to explode.” Explode they did on the 1968 weekend following the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. In that dust-up the streets of some of our inner cities ran red with gore and the skies were aflame. Washington “burned baby burned” up and down the black commercial avenue of 14th Street NW, while places like New York and Philadelphia remained relatively calm. The difference lay in the attitude taken by the respective police forces. In the fortunate cities that escaped the bulk of destruction, police followed a lock-and-load watchword and tested their truncheons on the skulls of a number of miscreants. In the nation’s capital Lyndon Johnson ordered the police and National Guard to stand aside and give the looters their head. Is there a lesson here for arrhythmic hoopster Bill?

**Genderizing Subs**
A confidential Navy study strongly recommending against mixed-sex crews on submarines is being disregarded in favor of a report, prepared by the Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Services, urging that females be incorporated in the crews. The panel of DACOWITS, appointed and supported by Baptist feminist politician Clinton, and Jewish feminist pols like Cohen and Richard Danzig, Secretary of the Navy, consists of 27 women and two men (sexual orientations of the latter not specified). Most senior naval officers object to mixed-sex crews. Aside from having to redesign the submarines at great cost to accommodate the ladies, senior military authorities cite morale, fraternization, pregnancy, favoritism, wifely concerns and a host of other factors as reasons for not welcoming women aboard.
No Chance for Pat

Precisely because of his virtues, solid education, especially in history, practicing Roman Catholic of a pre-Vatican II mentality, critic of CFR, Bilderbergers, Trilateralists and other One Worlders, precisely because of his genuine honesty, articulate disrespect for political correctness (he dares criticize Israel and other political sacred cows) and precisely because he is an independent and outspoken thinker, Patrick Buchanan is unelectable.

The cards are stacked against him

Pat is mistaken in his belief that America is a republic. It was one up through Teddy Roosevelt's era, but by the end of WWI the U.S. was a full partner in managing the British Empire. By the end of WWII, with Britain bankrupt, America ruled the Empire, now euphemistically called the English-speaking world. Not by accident were many of America's leading politicians once Rhodes "scholars." Graduates of that program are not particularly known for their scholarship but for their political affiliation and their acceptance of Rhodes's call for an Anglo-Saxon controlled world.

The U.S. came to the defense of England in both world wars. Assuming Britain's role in the Near East, the U.S. viewed Kuwait as another English invention that Britain could no longer defend. So we had to step in. We rushed to provide all logistical support to the British in the Falklands War despite the Monroe Doctrine. On a comical note: Virginia ladies still curtsy when a member of the Royal Family is in town. Successful Irish American politicians take on the accent and mannerisms of English barons (Buckley and Moinihan).

Our smugly entrenched Anglophile and Jewish elites must surely see Buchanan as an atavistic ogre leading a peasant army armed with pitchforks, just as the British viewed the American colonists over 200 years ago.

It's a drab world out there, Pat. You should be happy that you'll never be allowed to play a major role in it.

Anti-Italianism

At the insistence of the DiMaggio family of baseball fame, the federal government has been asked to release classified documents on enemy aliens relocated and/or interned in "detainment" camps during WWII. It is estimated that 500,000 Eyeties served in the armed forces in WWII, while some 600,000 of their family members were put under wartime restrictions. Joe DiMaggio's father, a San Francisco fisherman, was forbidden to fish during the war because of his Italian origins. While Japanese Americans so treated have already filed complaints and are getting restitution, Italian and German Americans are still taking it on the chin. Precisely because of his virtues, solid education, especially in history, practicing Roman Catholic of a pre-Vatican II mentality is no longer able to restrain the rage of pop culture these days in the accumulation of lists—lists that cover who's in and who's out, lists that detail the best-dressed among us, lists that identify the top spots to live in. Seen anywhere and everywhere, the top-location indicators are couched in the scientific jargon of statistical analysis. They promise to reveal the few grand Valhallas of locational wonder yet left in this darkening American landscape. Based on such categories as school quality, air purity, public safety, cost of living, availability of recreational facilities, economic vitality and growth potential, the lists always omit the factor most sought after by whites who grumble about their present homestead—a low proportion of racial minorities. Almost invariably the winning cities in these lists offer a nearly perfect (negative) correlation with just that factor. Is this merely pure coincidence?

How Does Your Place Rank?

The rage of pop culture these days is in the accumulation of lists—lists that cover who's in and who's out, lists that detail the best-dressed among us, lists that identify the top spots to live in. Seen anywhere and everywhere, the top-location indicators are couched in the scientific jargon of statistical analysis. They promise to reveal the few grand Valhallas of locational wonder yet left in this darkening American landscape. Based on such categories as school quality, air purity, public safety, cost of living, availability of recreational facilities, economic vitality and growth potential, the lists always omit the factor most sought after by whites who grumble about their present homestead—a low proportion of racial minorities. Almost invariably the winning cities in these lists offer a nearly perfect (negative) correlation with just that factor. Is this merely pure coincidence?

Unwelcome Meddler

Jesse Jackson was back in his element. Wherever there's a racial problem he shows up in one or two days and turns everything into a Jackson ego fest. It didn't take him long to be arrested in front of scores of cameras, handcuffed and installed in a Decatur (IL) jail for a few minutes.

Jackson informed the Decatur School Board that its order of suspending six black student thugs for two years was unacceptable. Jesse got it to reduce this to one year, but the Board wouldn't surrender any further. It is interesting to note that with all the back-and-forth agit-prop no one pointed out that the six blacks were not exactly ideal students. One of them had pleaded guilty to a robbery, another to unlawful trespassion. Altogether the six have missed more than 300 hours of classroom attendance.

At last report Jackson and his rent-a-mob were trying to move the whole case to the federal courts. This didn't work when a federal judge said he wouldn't touch the issue. Local authorities, however, did get heavily involved when the students were arrested and charged with felony mob attack. So far Jackson's standard routine racial blackmail act hasn't won any Oscars.

Sobran Heats Up

In his voluminous writings Joe Sobran has long been slouching towards anti-Semitism, to paraphrase a well-known line of W.B. Yeats. A recent issue of Sobran's carried the article, "The Church and Jewish Ideology," in which he slouched all the way. It is often only a question of time until a Majority writer with a deep understanding of the Jewish mentality is no longer able to restrain himself and "spills the beans," so to speak. Inevitably he will be fired. Inevitably he will beg to get his position back by promising to be a "good boy." Only in cold blood in nearby Boerne, not a murmur was heard from our "fair and impartial" daily. A few days later, in nearby Pleasanton, a black killer ambushed five white cops, killing three before committing suicide. The Express-News broke its editorial neck assuring us this was no hate crime, just an unfortunate "coincidence" which had nothing whatever to do with racial hatred. The mind staggers and reels with images of what "our paper would have spat had the killer been an Anglo and his victims Hispanics or blacks.

No Hate Crime?

Our version of the Daily Worker, the San Antonio Express-News, went apes and bananas over the Jasper (TX) dragging death of a Negro by three whites. Editorial after editorial screamed imprecations and insults at the "white racist killers." But in October, when an illegal Hispanic alien from Honduras murdered a white cop in cold blood in nearby Boerne, not a murmur was heard from our "fair and impartial" daily. A few days later, in nearby Pleasanton, a black killer ambushed five white cops, killing three before committing suicide. The Express-News broke its editorial neck assuring us this was no hate crime, just an unfortunate "coincidence" which had nothing whatever to do with racial hatred. The mind staggers and reels with images of what "our paper would have spat had the killer been an Anglo and his victims Hispanics or blacks.
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the rarest case does the Majority writer stick to his ideas, refuse to apologize and keep on writing objectively and honestly about Jews, even though he loses practically all opportunity to get his words disseminated. Readers interested in Joe’s anti-Semitic tour de force can order his newsletter from Sobran’s, P.O. Box 565, Hemdon, VA 22070 ($44.95 for a one-year sub).

Black Pol Wins

Although she was accused of using $280,000 of her campaign funds to buy personal luxuries, although Jesse Helms told her she should “look for another line of work,” the ex-Democratic senator from Illinois, Carol Moseley-Braun, was confirmed as U.S. Ambassador to New Zealand. No senator wants to have his résumé marked with a refusal to support a high and mighty Negro pol. Clinton’s appointment was in his usual malicious vein. There’s nothing he likes better than to impose a black phiz on an overwhelmingly white country.

Rosenthal’s Out

Abe Rosenthal, once executive editor of the N.Y. Times, latterly a more humble columnist, has been fired. Some say it was because he criticized Israel for working with the Chinese military. At any rate, Abe’s off the payroll. Perhaps Arthur Sulzberger Jr., currently the big boss of the Times, is aiming at more and more social respectability. His mother is a non-Jewish Episcopalian. He himself was confirmed in a Manhattan Episcopalian church. Unfortunately it will take much more than Arthur’s ethnic wobbling to get the Times off the Jewish track.

Flawed Fighter

The war records, or lack thereof, of two leading presidential candidates, Bradley and Bush, show that, as is common in influence from Washington he was able to get his two-year hitch reduced by three months.

The only hero in the bunch was John McCain, who spent five wretched years in a flea-bitten hell hole in Hanoi. McCain may have been a hero in the war, but he was no hero on the home front. As a civilian he became a member of the crooked “Keating Five.”

Speaking of war avoidance, Jews represented only 0.46% of war-related deaths in Vietnam, yet they composed 2.5% of the population at large. See Vietnam: The Necessary War (Free Press). Author Michael Lynn wrote what we all knew about but were never able to see in print: “Apart from Jews, few American students in the 60s were radical.”

Parting Schott

They finally “got’ Marge Schott, a voice that cried long and hard in the wilderness of baseball. For announcing that only fruits wore earrings and that Hitler did some good things in his early years as German chancellor, the media signed off totally on Marge and never stopped going after her. Finally she was forced to sell her majority interest in the Cincinnati Reds. So now she’s just another stockholder without any power to get her way. The Reds new boss is Carl Lindner, a corporate moneybags.

Phony Anthropologist Dies

Montague Francis Ashley Montagu, the absurd name that Israel Ehrenberg cooked up for himself before he left England for the U.S., died in Princeton at age 95. Montagu preached that there was no such thing as racial differences, though he admitted there were differences between the sexes as his major opus, The Natural Superiority of Women, attests. There is no one who has spread more disinformation about anthropology than Montagu. Good riddance!

Defeminization

Some researchers claim that man-made chemicals (endocrine disrupters) are causing lower sperm counts, even birth defects. If their suspicions are correct and environmental factors are indeed threatening human reproduction, the cause may also lie in the social sphere, since there is little evidence that lower sperm counts have in any way affected birth rates of Africans, Hispanics or Asians. But in the white industrialized West, population rates are dwindling. The acceptance and use of birth control methods are partially responsible. More important may be the radical change in male/female behavioral patterns. Many women, encouraged by government programs and financial necessity, have abandoned traditional female roles and entered male professions (soldiers, police, construction workers). In the process they have had to adopt a certain mindset and certain masculine traits, thereby losing some of their feminine allure. In this exchange of roles in modern industrialized society, the women have become more man-like and the men more feminized. Furthermore the modern obsession with sex in all its clinical and erotic aspects, while titillating many, has in the final analysis also contributed to the loss of natural femininity. Gone is most of the mystery, intrigue, mystique and natural beauty that have allured and appealed to men through the ages. Today too many women are content to be one of the guys. No wonder the spermatozoa are getting in shorter and shorter supply.

Jewesses Preferred

Jack Kelly, who writes a column for the Toledo Blade and Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (both papers Jewish owned), went out of his way in one recent scribbling to say how much he loved his first wife, a Jewess, who died some years ago of cancer. He now informs his readers that he is about to marry his second wife, another Jewess. Guess he’ll never get around to marrying one of his own—an Irish lass, say.

Jewish Networking Okay

Anthony Stumiolo was representing pro bono the family of one of the students wounded in the Columbine High School bloodbath. One day he was served notice that his services were no longer required. He wrote back warning his ex-clients that they should stay away from Jewish lawyers. Somehow or other, as these things usually do, the letter found its way into some reporter’s hands. Another racist scandal was born. The family had hired two new lawyers, one a 100% Jew, the other, the demi-Jewish Geoffrey Fieger, a longtime attorney for Jack (Dr. Death) Kevorkian. Said Fieger, “I try cases in scores of states and no one has made personal attacks against me. Of all the personal attacks I’ve heard, nobody has ever engaged in this type of blatant religious bigotry.” Poor Stumiolo is probably losing a lot of business and clients simply because, as a devoted Christian, he wanted to keep his clients on the Christian straight and narrow. Apparently only Jews are allowed to network.
Primate Watch

Salvador Gutierrez, born in Nicaragua, currently a resident in a Georgia jail, was given 45 years for molesting an 11-year-old Hispanic girl. Salvador's present wife is the daughter of his first wife.

New York cab driver Akhabar Bajwa can't resist capturing his female fares. On one occasion he picked up a woman in Manhattan and, instead of delivering her to her address, spirited her off to Queens where he tried to attack her. Thanks to a traffic jam, she was able to escape. Two weeks later Akhabar parked his cab at night on a Manhattan side street and tried to tie up a woman with a scarf. In the nick of time she managed to slide across the back seat and jump out.

Gilda Olivaros, the nation's first Hispanic female mayor, presides over Hialeah Gardens in south Florida. She is not setting a good example. At present she is under criminal investigation for serious and extensive vote fraud.

Black momma Yolanda Harris is expecting her third set of twins. She cried when she heard the news because she had been trying to get off welfare. As might be surmised, Ms. Harris, 22, is unmarried. The latest set of twins will have a different father than the first two sets.

Louis Brooks, 40, was freed from prison after serving six years of a 15-year sentence for sexual assault. Four months after his release he again raped the same 75-year-old woman he had previously violated. The woman had apparently paid no heed to a notice sent out by the Georgia Dept. of Corrections warning her that Brooks had been released.

The old rumor that George W. Bush was arrested for cocaine possession in 1972 won't die. Bush's father, the ex-President, called the rumor "a vicious lie."

In their temporary love nest in a Miami hotel, O.J. Simpson's girlfriend du jour made such a racket (while sniffing cocaine?) that O.J. called 911 and two policemen were sent to quiet things down. Simpson was handed a brochure on domestic violence as required by state law. The cops then happily posed for pictures with O.J. and before leaving managed to get his autograph. A similar dispute, also occurring in the Miami area, erupted between the unbalanced Dennis Rodman and Carmen Electra, a cheap showbiz type. The shouting and scuffling grew so loud they were arrested, handcuffed and hauled off to the clink. A judge ordered them to keep a minimum of 500 feet away from each other.

Ronald Stern of Coral Gables (FL), known for being a trustworthy Jewish accountant, committed suicide when his many financial scams failed to pay off. His biggest victim was Vanilla Ice, a black rapper whom he took for $1,432,743. He robbed a Jewish Community Center of $278,564. Some of Stern's marks are suing his estate for $10 million. Chances of recovery are slim.

Another Florida filmflam artist is Alberto Gutman, a onetime Florida state senator. He was so deeply involved in fraudulent financial schemes that he had no choice but to plead guilty to one of the charges against him. In the meantime he resigned his senate seat.

On CNBC's Hardball program Gennifer Flowers, Clinton's pre-presidential mistress, said of the President ordered the killing of anyone?" Flowers: "I believe that he did."

Stanley Red, a black in Renton (WA), filled the bathtub in his girlfriend's apartment with eight inches of water, put her 14-month-old child in it, then went out to buy beer. When he came back in an hour or so the child had drowned. When the girlfriend returned, she and Red cremated the little body in her apartment fireplace.

A substitute teacher in north Dade County (FL) elementary schools may have exposed more than 300 students to his active and infectious TB. No details were given about the teacher, but the chances are he or she is a minority member.

Hillary Rodham Clinton was seen in Queens recently taking a walking tour with Rabbi Gerald Skolnik. She is determined to brush up on her knowledge of Judaism.

Millionaire Abe Hirschfield, onetime owner of the N.Y. Post, allegedly gave $75,000 as a down payment to a building contractor to hire a hitman to kill Hirschfield's business partner. A jury was unable to reach a verdict on Hirschfield's guilt or innocence. It was the second mistrial. Prosecutors say they will probably try Abe again.

It's hard to imagine but wild and woolly Harvard law professor, Alan Dershowitz, often known as Dershowitzitz, gave $1,000 to Orrin Hatch's presidential campaign. Other contributors to Hatch's idiotic run for president include Edgar Bronfman Sr. and Rupert Murdoch. Politics makes strange bedfellows.

Ben Collier of Ft. Worth took a shot at his drunken grandson, Tyrone, after the latter cursed him for the messy condition of the duplex he rented from grandpa. Collier is 103 years old.

Rev. Theophilus Thompson and three associates have been arrested and charged with burning down their all-black church in 1996 to collect $270,000 in insurance. Blacks burning down black churches do not interest Morris Seligman Dees, whose ears only prick up when whites burn down black churches.

Mayor Wellington Webb of Denver has an erratic 37-year-old son, Allen. In 1995 the latter was arrested for assault, possession of a controlled substance and attempted sexual assault and robbery. In October Webb fils was arrested for cheating Adrian Nunez out of $500 and stealing his Gucci watch while he was showing Webb an apartment.

Wilt the Stilt Chamberlain, the basketball star, died in October at age 63 of a heart attack. In his 1991 autobiography, A View from Above, Wilt claimed he had slept with 20,000 women. Might he have lived longer if he had lived less?

Marla Maples, ex-wife of The Donald, has been taking kabbala classes, along with her fiancé, Michael Mailer, son of Jewish scribbler Norman Mailer. "I'm tired of all this Jewish-come-lately stuff," a Hollywood insider commented. "These people arrive from the South and the Midwest and know that 90% of the people who would hire them are Jewish, so suddenly, they all have rabbis."

Two black lawmakers in Albany (NY) were horrified to find hate notes on the doors of their offices. It turned out the culprit was not a Nazi racist but a black janitor. He wrote, "Kill all niggers because they don't belong here. Yours truly, KKK."
| Talking Numbers | 1.83 | 71 | 100.013 | 0.03 | 63 | a 3143 | 5 7 |

Jews are so wrapped up in the Six Million Myth that they can't stand to hear that of the 11 million people who supposedly died in the Holocaust 5 million were non-Jews. The Chosen have made frantic efforts to de-emphasize this figure. Shrinkage of Holocaust fatalities by playing up non-Jewish victims is considered pure heresy by Jewish fanatics.

A writing proficiency test given to 100,000 8th graders in 35 states produced the highest scores in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts and Texas. Lowest scores in the Virgin Islands, Mississippi, District of Columbia and Louisiana.

At last count TV networks had the following numbers of lead, supporting or recurring characters that were blatantly queer: NBC 8; ABC 6; Fox 5; CBS 3; WB 1; Showtime 3. In all, the pervert contingent consisted of 20 homos, 5 lesbians and 1 transgenderer.

Early returns from Time's Person of the Century had Elvis in first place, the late Israeli prime minister, Yitzhak Rabin, second, and, to the howls of international Jewry, Hitler was third. Later candidates for the "honor" included Billy Graham, Mother Teresa, Reagan, Pope John Paul II, Mikhail Gorbachev and in the controversial corner, Chairman Mao, Che Guevara, Uncle Ho and Lucky Luciano.

When asked how many Kosovars were murdered by Serbs, Secretary of Defense William Cohen put the number at 100,000. A high British official estimated 10,000. A UN bureaucrat said 48,000. Despite 34,000 NATO (overwhelmingly U.S.) air sorties, only 3 Serbian tanks were destroyed. Serbia claimed that NATO (again meaning the U.S.) had killed 1,200 civilians.

Though the student body of the University of Virginia is 68% white, 63% of those expelled for honor violations were black.

53.2 million kids (kindergarten through 12th grade) jampack U.S. schools. To handle this burgeoning population half-adequately in California a new school has to be built every 24 hours.

O.J. Simpson has looked at 10 properties in south Florida, one priced as high as $1.2 million. Any permanent move, however, has to be postponed during litigation about the visiting rights of the parents of the murdered Nicole.

2.7 million alleged slave laborers want $12.5 billion for their work in Germany during WWIII. So far the Germans have only offered $3.3 billion and have insisted that only 900,000 are eligible to receive any payment. Much of the blackmail is being handled not by Germans or international Jewish organizations, but by the Jewish Deputy Secretary of the U.S. Treasury, Stuart Eizenstat.

A campaign called Jubilee 2000 wants to forgive the Third World the $220 billion debt it owes the First World. An old Hebrew saw states that every 50 years Jews should forgive all their debtors. It is doubtful if the Jubilee worked then. It is more doubtful that it would work today.

By the year 2025 the American Society of Newspaper Editors wants to have 38.25% of U.S. newsrooms staffed by minorities.

29% of Georgia voters are black, as are 25% of South Carolina voters, 21% of Maryland voters, 20% of North Carolina voters. The disproportionate vote of blacks helps explain why the Solid South, which started to crack in the civil rights heydays, is now beginning to resolidify, thanks to population changes and the fact that Yellow Dog Democrats are almost as yellow as ever.

Giraffish hoopster Latrell Sprewell put his John Hancock on a 5-year contract worth $61.8 million. Compare this huge booty with the skimpy earnings of the average American schoolteacher.

Nothing seems to satisfy the King family when it comes to feeding from the public trough. The latest shakedown is a black-sponsored bill in Congress that calls for the purchase of some 80,000 pages of King papers by the Library of Congress. Price: $20 million.

In Hopkinsville (KY) a grove of trees and a monument are dedicated to the paratroopers of the 101st Airborne Division who died in the 1985 Gander, Newfoundland, plane crash while returning from one of those interminable peacekeeping missions in the Middle East. Of the 248 names on the monument, 2 are probably Jewish. Since their mission was to help protect the Jewish homeland, one would have naively expected to see dozens of kosher names inscribed.

Ira Einhorn, who killed a young Majority woman and left her corpse to rot for 12 months in a trunk in his apartment closet, was ordered by a Philadelphia jury to pay $907 million to the family of the victim. Chances are, not a cent will ever pass hands, even if Einhorn is extradited to the U.S. As of now he is still living it up in France with his Swedish mistress.

Speaking of huge jury awards, an 8-member District of Columbia jury awarded $98 million to a woman who was killed while working as a government informant in a murder case.

According to the National Institutes of Public Health 5.6 million Americans suffer from serious mental illness.

From 1993 to last fall, 82 children died in school shootings; 99 children were killed by air bags.

There are 79 million Internet users in the U.S. and Canada, out of a total population of 303 million. Africa has 761 million people, of whom only 900,000 use the net, 700,000 of them in South Africa. Needless to say, most of the latter contingent are white.

Ethnic Chinese run 1 of every 5 Silicon Valley companies.

In 1997 guns were the weapons of choice of 17,566 suicides. In the same year 13,522 were murdered by guns.

1 million more prisoners are in jail today than ten years ago. More than $100 billion a year is now being spent on crime prevention.

44 people close to the Clinton regime have been convicted of or pleaded guilty to a crime. 14 have been sent to jail. 72 congressional witnesses took the Fifth. 17 flew the coop to avoid testifying.

Of all Europeans, Icelander women bear the most illegitimate children (65% of all births); Frenchmen drink the most alcohol (14.1 million liters per year); Greeks smoke the most cigarettes (8.3 per day); Finns commit the most suicides (26.3 per 100,000); Swedish males and Swiss females live longest (76.7 years and 82.2 years, respectively).

Since 1971 the number of impoverished immigrants in this country climbed from 2.2 million to 7.7 million.
Radio show magnate Howard Stern is shedding his wife of 21 years, “amicably” he states. She will not be suffering from lack of money. Stern made $20 million last year. Mrs. Stern will keep the family manse in Long Island. Howard will move into his new $5.9 million Manhattan pad. After he was fired by NBC, Stern was snatched up by CBS, which is now owned by Viacom, the boss of which is Sumner Redstone (Rothstein).

Bryant Gumbel, the affirmative action squawker, has gone back to his old job running a morning show, only this time on CBS instead of NBC. His primetime venture flopped badly last year, but since CBS has to get something for its money (he has a $5 million annual contract), they’ve got to use him somewhere. Per usual his co-host will be an attractive Majority woman. The rest of the Early Show will be littered with various blacks and browns. Despite massive publicity, the first ratings of the show have been, for want of a better word, “disappointing.”

Since CBS has always been the Demos’ favorite network, Clinton chose the Early Show for a long, extensive informative interview. It was supposed to be a straightforward give-and-take, but it quickly turned into a love fest. Not once did Gumbel or Clinton mention impeachment, Monica or the Chinese moneybags who tried to buy the 1996 presidential election.

Artificiality has always been an art and entertainment killer. Turning a white character into a black to meet preordained quotas adds nothing to the suspension of belief required for the success of a TV show.

The answer to the question of cultural diversity is to produce black shows for blacks and white shows for whites. Paradoxically the same gang who wants to force-feed multiculturalism to whites opposes it for blacks. In TV or on Broadway whites should play whites and blacks should play blacks. Cultural mish-mash doesn’t work in real life. It fares even worse on what passes for “art” and entertainment.

Not so long ago any TV show that even hinted at a budding romance between a black male and a white female was out of bounds. Today mixed-race boob tubers pop into bed before they even kiss. PBS put on An American Love Story that actually extolled interracial marriage by glorifying a family consisting of a black husband, a white wife and a bunch of hybrid kids. It’s getting to be a trend. If it continues, marriages with interracial partners will receive large tax breaks and old-fashioned same-race marriages will have to pay some kind of ethnic penalty.

The half-Jewish, half-Puerto Rican Geraldo Rivera publicly announced he was separating from his mistress of seven years, who later became his wife of 12 years. Then after six weeks of soul searching, he took it all back and the couple is shacked up again.

From Zip 200. It’s worth watching In the Life, the PBS gay orgy. More power to the gay movement. It’s the best way to alienate the Majority from that whole stinking cesspool.

During a long TV interview mulatress Halle Berry was careful to refer to herself as an “actor,” but now and then she slipped up and used the non-PC, “actress.”
From Zip 113. Selling miscegenation is certainly much easier when our attention is focused on a “higher goal.” That is probably what the Liberaloids at PBS [WNET/Nature] had in mind, when they enlisted Julia “Pretty Woman” Roberts for an installment of their In The Wild series.

One might say that the program was Tarzan and Jane with a twist. The predictable premise of the celebrity film star who roughs it for the sake of an endangered species quickly gives way to a politically correct journey of Feminist Self-Discovery, wherein the civilized woman (and social icon) treks through Borneo in search of a close encounter with a male orangutan.

First we see Roberts with a baby orangutan. She laughs hysterically when it urinates on her neck. We hear the actress describe a dream in which she was “hugged” by a male of the species. She says that local people tell of large males invading villages, “and carrying off the prettiest girls.” Perhaps it was the novelty of this idea (previously known as the King Kong syndrome) and the awareness of her physical appeal that prompted Roberts to take on this project.

She meets her 400-pound male while he is squatting on the ground eating. Hesitant and fearful, she sits down and inches toward him. A few moments pass. The ape seems indifferent. Suddenly his left arm falls around her shoulders and his right arm circles her waist. She is passive and does not resist. Three seconds later they are in upper body contact. Two white males then appear from behind and proceed with the disentanglement. To emphasize the importance of the scene it was repeated in slow motion.

Moments later, still breathless and smiling broadly, Roberts is ready for another close-up. She describes for the audience her personal reactions to this wonderful and thrilling experience. After all, it was a dream come true.

We can only stand amazed before the talents of our enemies. Their understanding of female psychology is far beyond what we possess. The ability to manipulate a movie star into the appearance of seeking sexual contact with an animal requires an insightfulness, subtlety and skill unlike anything previously known. By defining the socially acceptable and creating the socially fashionable, our manipulators have channeled female behavior to suit their own purposes. Women can be taught that motherhood is unimportant. They can be taught to hate the men of their own ethnic group. With almost no encouragement they treat animals like human infants. Finally they can be made to ignore the division between themselves and another species. Accept the premise and the rest is simple.

It has required perfect timing, innumerable adjustments of every kind, along with delicate shadings and fine tunings of public opinion, in order to bring about our current indifference to the ugly and the aberrant. Our controllers have now sanctioned a kind of pseudo-bestiality, where the female participant is left happy and satisfied for having played the central role in organizing the events.

No guilt or shame accrues to this. The manipulated victim feels honored and privileged. When every traditional value is replaced by its opposite, the abnormal becomes normal and every horror becomes respectable. Such developments are usually sensed by the youngest women first. They can perceive the slightest nuance in any social fashion or instantly adapt to drastic changes in social norms. Be reminded that this is not a mark of frivolity or faithlessness. It is coded in their genes as the best way to survive.

Let Julia Roberts get her thrills among the apes in Southeast Asian jungles and women here at home will follow suit as best they can. Might they possess the kind of charms that move a jungle beast? Could lesser women make the grade and prompt the same reaction? Just walking home alone at night and feigning absent-mindedness would be enough to pass the test and not be held accountable.

To volunteer as Julia did may soon become the fashion. Already modern women are discarding timid men. They want a real experience of instinct in their lives. A search for “primal feelings” might even be interpreted as just another form of self-expression. Self-actualizing feminists could very well agree.

By moving far beyond the point of mere miscegenation, the interbreeding of human races appears tame and unremarkable. In a world of senseless violence and calculated depravity, Julia’s great adventure serves a clear and simple purpose. It is aimed at disaffected but idealistic women to show them just how proper and noble it can be to dream of close encounters with the primate of their choice.

There is very little left that our handlers need to do. They have molded and shaped us, threatened and finessed us, into the kind of human product they require. Their consummate skill can be seen in the fact that only the outer shell of Western culture remains. Consider the brilliance of that accomplishment. Try to imagine the infinite patience, the subtle progression of social conditioning that made such a victory possible. Our controllers deserve to be our masters. They’ve earned it. We deserve to be their slaves because we trusted and believed them. Every outrage and horror they successfully perpetrate is just another proof of how we have been managed.
Who said (Newsweek Feb. 15, 1999): “Yes, I would defend him [Hitler]. And I would win.”

Who said (Free Inquiry Summer, 1999): “America has created a political correctness so powerful that even the most courageous are afraid to violate it openly.”

Was it Pat Buchanan, the pseudo-Reformist who has been reviled from reveille to redemption as a fascist and a traitor to the kosher way of American life?

Was it braying Governor Jesse Ventura, who calls religion a crutch and hopes to be “reborn” as a double-D-cup bra? If you were really venturesome, Jesse, and you wanted to go down that road, why not pray to return as a clean Tampax or Monica’s thong?

So who would have defended Hitler?

Was it Pius XII, whom all Jews hate, because the Pope despised communism (founded and propagated by Jews) more than he loved the unlovely Chosen?

So who encouraged political correctness?

Was it geeky Al Gore, who can’t love the unlovable enough, and borrows Monica’s presidential knee-pads every chance he gets?

So who defends Hitler and also defends political correctness?

Was it the liary lawyer Johnny Cochran or racist Johnny Cochran who defended O.J. Simpson by corkscrewing the truth?

I repeat: Who said he would defend Hitler and win? Who said that we must put a stop to political correctness in the country? Give up?

The man who boasted that he would defend Hitler and win (too bad he wasn’t heading the defense team at the Nuremberg “trials”), and the man who likewise complained of the moral and intellectual boa constrictions of political correctness in the country—you guessed it—was none other than Alan Dershowbizowitz, defender of the faith (which? whose?), and implacable defender of the cause (whose? which?), and apex of the cadre of Jews who now run Harvard (founded in 1636 as a divinity school for Christians).

Why is Dershowbizowitz leading the charge of the kosher heavy brigades against Pat Buchanan? Why does Dershowbizowitz blather about Buchanan as a fascist because Buchanan refused to submit to the kosher political correctness which wanted to lynch John Demjanjuk, an American citizen, in Israel, while Israel, that haven of forever spotless freedom lovers, refused to extradite confessed murderer Samuel Sheinbein to the U.S. for trial? How much longer can Israel shine us on about Sheinbein and about the beauty of the booty we contribute to “beautiful Israel”?

Who’s contributing to the boa constrictions of political correctness, if not Dershowbizowitz, when he calls Israel a “democracy,” a place where Christians cannot proselytize, where one can be arrested for criminal conspiracy for giving a Jew a copy of the New Testament? What’s the difference between the Nazis and the AshkeNazis when Arabs and Jews intermarry at their own peril in “beautiful Israel”?

Is it democracy or theocracy when Israel cannot even form a government without the complicity of the religious parties, when Reform and Conservative Jews are not even regarded as Jews by the Orthodox who control the “spiritual” life of “beautiful Israel”?

Can we call Israel a “democracy,” if an Arab can be imprisoned for changing his/her name in order to marry a Jew? So what’s the difference between the Nuremberg laws of the Nazis and the Nuremberg laws in AshkeNazi Israel?

Since the kibbutz-constricted, kibbutz-constructed, quasi-theocracy the AshkeNazis have wrought in Israel is itself a nascent fascist state, why is Alan Dershowitz, its most dedicated defender, accusing Pat Buchanan of fascism? I’m always painfully amused by those Chosenites who try to add the luster of lies to “beautiful Israeli” by claiming that the Bible—and not Greece, John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau—gave the Western world democracy. As the late racist Rabbi Meir Kahane was so fond of saying, Moses never called a parliament. There is not even a hint of democracy in the Torah. None.

Why are so many of Buchanan’s most rabid accusers Chosenites? Why are all the Safires and Rosenthals and Krauthammers all hammering away at Pat so relentlessly? Why do the mein-campy Krauthammers accuse Buchanan of coddling Hitler, which is a lie, even as the Chosen unbutton their codpieces to drown the fire of truth contained in Pat’s A Republic, Not An Empire?

Buchanan says that the West should have let Hitler and Stalin destroy one another. There is really nothing exceptional in what Buchanan contends about British intervention in WWII in defense of an indefensible Poland. He is opposed now to a duplication of commitments to Eastern Europe and the Baltic states, a duplication of the indefensible commitments the British made prior to WWII. For nearly a year after declaring war against Germany the “Allies” cowered behind the Maginot Line, waiting to be outflanked by Hitler’s panzers and grenadiers, the “blond beasts” of the Aryan empire.

How did that help Poland? What was the point of making promises the “Allies” found impossible to keep? Why not have waited to declare war, collecting one’s lightning
towards a better time to unleash the thunderbolt?

British historian A.J.P. Taylor has advanced the same view; so has vaunted American diplomat and politician of foreign policy, George F. Kennan, booster of “containment” of the U.S.S.R.

American historian John Toland, and British historians Alan Bullock and David Irving have repeatedly made the point that Hitler wasn’t interested in conquering England or the West. His driving focus was for Lebensraum in the East. He admired the Brits and felt they should have made common cause with him against the evil empire of Stalin and his U.S.S.R.

Buchanan claims to have been surprised by the reaction to his book. If so, he’s more naïve than a warrior experienced in the ways of Washington has a right to be. How did he think the kosherites would react? In the measured tones of a WASPy academic?

Channel surfing, I caught a few minutes of Buchanan on C-Span at a book-signing in Dallas, of all places. I can still remember the surprise in Buchanan’s eyes after he had signed a copy of his book for a female devotee, who warned him, “I support you all the way, so do hope you have adequate security.”

Why was Pat startled? Did he think that the Chosenites who assassinate him daily in the media would be incapable of another whitewashed caper like the one pulled off near the Texas School Book Depository in the Big D? As he campaigned for the presidency, what did he think those guys in the sunglasses and dark blue business suits were hovering around him for?

All the AshkeNazis care about is what’s good for other AshkeNazis, not what’s good for America. Anything, especially the truth, which might be regarded as “soft” on Hitler, has to be damned as the blackest of blasphemies. What’s good for the U.S., especially the truth, cannot be good, unless it is primarily good for Israel. Doesn’t Buchanan realize that by now?

As much as I respect Senator John McCain’s behavior in the Vietnam debacle, I must part company with the Cain who slew his Able brother. McCain as much as called Buchanan a traitor, then joined those other kosherites who would excommunicate Pat from the Republican party. Neoconservatives like William Kristol want to circumcise Buchanan from the G.O.P., notwithstanding Pat was there when Goldwater and Nixon, et al., Kristolized the Party and were later joined by the Safires, Rosenthals and Krauthammers. Buchanan was a Republican even before Kristol was crystallized in his mamma’s Ashke-Nazi womb!

Isn’t that a perfect paradigm of push-come-to-shove? Isn’t that yet another shattering example of how the Chosen insinuate and then usurp? When did Capitol Hill become “occupied territory”? Who invented the movies, and who owns them now? Who just got a toehold and pushed the Palestinians out after 1,000 years? Who’s pushing us out of our own country, locking us out of the castle built by John Locke and replacing it with a tent built by beaten Babylon nomads?

Like Cain, Senator John McCain has sold his birthright for a mess of kosher potage. Chosenite support for the presidency is tarnished by the troika of Clinton, Hillary and Monica. Shame on you, McCain. Buchanan is as much of a hero as you ever were, for your suffering was physical and inflicted by the moral morons of Uncle Ho, while what Buchanan is up against is nothing less than the heart of the heart of darkness itself, the Sanhedrin which controls the capital on Capitol Hill.

Who cares that Capitol Hill is “occupied territory” and that the hue and cry of the country is increasingly brown? Nobody cares, that’s who. So why are the people of The Book so terrified of Buchanan’s book?

Isn’t Pat a real, live, fire-breathing politician, who actually has the cajones unlike the likes of Dershowbizowitz, to put the welfare of America ahead of the interests of Israel? Isn’t that what smoldering Safire is so shaken by? Does Buchanan really have a chance to win, especially if he gets a goyishe grip on all that money “escrowed” for the Reform Party? Just think of how Buchanan can crow, if he can just get his grip on all that loot in escrow!

Is Buchanan’s grip on the truth what the Krauthammers and Kristols are griping about? Suppose Buchanan can actually get on the Reform Party ballot in all 50 states! Won’t that be a shocking kettle of gefilte fish? Are the Dershowbizowitz of the world afraid that Buchanan will spread fascism by siphoning fuel from George W and leave the floor covered with fiery Gore? Or are the Chosenites terrified that having $12.5 million Buchanan might have the wherewithall to broadcast the truth about Israel and provide a rallying point for all those millions already alienated by the system, all those who have had to endure decades of cowardice from our fearful politicians, both Democrat and Republican, the past and present occupants of “occupied territory”?

Can you imagine what would happen to all those billions now going to Israel, if Buchanan were to win?

If we lose, all is not lost. We can do as the great Spanish philosopher, Unamuno, did when he shook his fist at his enemies and declared, “Indeed you will conquer, but you will never convince!”

V.S. STINGER
Notes from the Sceptred Isle—John Nobull

In The Truth at Last (no. 416, P.O. Box 1211, Marietta GA 30061), Dr. Fields has pictures of two Jews who look very Jewish: Sholem Asch, the Yiddish playwright, and Dame Shirley Porter, a prominent British Jewess. (By the way, why call women Jews? Where all other nationalities are concerned, don’t we always use the feminine form for women, if one exists? Can it be that the word “Jewess” conjures up visions of Jewish feminists and landladies?) Asch and Porter display the Jewish characteristics: long nose, everted lips and big ears. Dr. Fields is demonstrating that the Jews are a race and that they define themselves as such when they call themselves a people.

Well I would agree that the Jews are, and define themselves as, an ethnic group, and that the more Jewish-looking Jews are indeed racially distinct. Anyone who has lived among Jews very quickly notices the uniquely Jewish cast of countenance which is described in John R. Baker’s book, Race. The author shows how physical appearance among Jews is strongly associated with mental characteristics which mark them out from all other peoples.

Until a few years ago, when the Jews established such control over the media in English-speaking countries that they no longer had to placate the goys, the relatively few Jews who don’t look Jewish had a field day in films. A good example is Leslie Howard, a Romanian Jew who acted in British films before WWII. It was often remarked upon that he looked like the quintessential Englishman. Well he was Nordic all right, but his side view indicated that he was a Nordic Dinaric, a minority in Romania which produces a majority of the athletes (with the exception of the gymnasts, who are the more normal Mediterranean Dinarics or simply Mediterranean types planted in Dacia during Roman times). Leslie Howard certainly didn’t look Jewish, so he could be used in a film called Pimpernel Smith, all about a noble-minded Englishman who helps Jews to escape from a Nazi concentration camp.

Young Jewesses are also likely to be given the jeune première role in films, the prime example being Judy Garland in The Wizard of Oz. Older Jewesses (e.g., Lauren Bacall) tend to lose their physical attraction and have to be promoted as great actresses. It is not just that aging Jewesses so often fit into William Sheldon’s category of women who are slim in youth but become fat as they age. With Jewesses there is more to it: that hump at the first vertebra and the predatory stance, long nose poking forward.

I have already given my reasons for disagreeing with those who regard the Ashkenazim as mainly derived from the central Asian tribe of the Khazars. I have met many Turks, hailing from regions as far west as the Balkans and as far east as China. They cover a wide racial range, from yellow-skinned Mongolids (the Turkmen people) to yellow-haired Nordics (the Turks of Manisa Dag), but I never met one genuine Turk who looked like a typical Jew.

What makes many Jews look so Jewish? They are not just Armenid and Orientalid types, but usually distinct from Armenians and Arabs. I think the answer may be found in Stan Gooch’s book, The Neanderthal Question. He is Jewish himself and claims that the Jews are partially descended from Neanderthal ancestors. What makes Gooch’s view compelling is that it is virtually impossible to obtain a copy of his book anywhere. I know because I have tried. Obviously it has received the disappearance treatment from the sayanim, or helpers, who serve the Jewish cause throughout the world. I think it is high time a copy was found and republished.

If Jews are native to the Near East, and were established in Palestine (along with non-Jewish peoples like the Philistines) at an early date, then I think I have the answer. Carleton Coon found palaeontological evidence for the existence of a crossbred Homo Sapiens-Neanderthal type in the Palestinian caves. This crossbred type came into being before the last Ice Age was over in Europe. Baker’s well-founded theory of evolutionary grade would explain how a population with a small, detectable Neanderthal component would come to be regarded, and to regard itself, as utterly different and distinct from the rest of humanity.

1. There is a tree-growing fungus which is known in Italian as a Jew’s Ear. No one could be in any doubt as to the resemblance. Icidentally, I wonder why Pinocchio’s nose lengthens when he begins to lie?

2. Just compare them with Greta Garbo, whose beauty survived into old age.
England. One of the most sacrosanct equations in modern physics, long considered the brainchild of Albert Einstein, is $e=mc^2$ ($e$ is energy, $m$ is mass, $c$ is the velocity of light). Actually the equation was the invention of an Italian, Olinto De Pretto, who published it in a science magazine in 1903. An acquaintance of Einstein's saw the article and passed it on to Al who published it in a 1905 paper with no attribution to the original source. (The Guardian, Nov. 11, 1999)

Some 176 out of every 100,000 white Brits are in jail; 86 Asian Indians, 278 Pakistanis, 101 Bangladeshis and 1,249 blacks.

One of the biggest swindlers of all time and therefore one of the biggest Jewish swindlers of all time was the late Robert Maxwell, who in 1949 was caught redhanded smuggling gold out of East Germany. His arrest was quickly quashed and, through his extensive Jewish connections, he managed to prevent the media from exposing his skullduggery. Maxwell went on to fame and fortune and became a political and financial powerhouse in the Sceptred Isle—until he fell from or was pushed off his luxurious yacht.

Since the latest genetic scoop is that one in five Brits have black genes, the importation of Danish sperm into England comes at a racially strategic time when British donors, so to speak, have dried up.

An official report issued by the Commission for Racial Equality in Britain stated that during a 12-month period 238,000 whites were victims of crimes compared to 101,000 Asians and 42,000 blacks.

Peter Mandelson, known in British politics as the Prince of Darkness, was forced from the cabinet for trying to conceal a $1-million loan from a colleague. But dear friend Tony Blair didn't leave his Jewish sidekick out in the cold for long. He's now back as Northern Ireland Secretary. Mandelson, a self-anointed homo, is considered Britain's most adept spinmeister.

An American friend of John Tyndall wrote him a letter in which he said that he felt the new leaders of the British National Party were somewhat ungrateful to a man who had led the party in fair weather and foul over many difficult years. Tyndall replied that he harbored no grudges and was quite willing to continue to work for the party, an unusual reaction from a politician who has just been shown the door. But Tyndall is not the usual sort of pol. He puts the interests of his country above those of party. Incidentally the 1998 upgraded edition of Tyndall's book, *The Eleventh Hour*, is now available: $56 hardcover, $42 softcover, which includes postage. Order from Albion Press, P.O. Box 117, Welling, Kent, DA16 3DW, England.

Tabloids have it that Prince William stunned his father Prince Charles recently by announcing that he didn't want to be king. He wanted to be an American movie star à la Arnold Schwarzenegger! Rumor also has it that the Prince got rather good marks in school and hadn't inherited his mother's "thick head." On the other hand, if William's latest pronouncement is to be believed, he's as air-headed as his late miscegenating mama.

Twenty-six Anglican bishops now remain in the House of Lords. Because of the removal of the hereditary members, they worry about how long it will be before they too are purged. Attendance at the Church of England on an average Sunday has fallen below the one million mark. Practicing Anglicans comprise only about 2% of the British population.

Miranda Harte of Leeds is the mother of nine hybrid children. The two eldest, 17 and 18, have committed 289 crimes. Their offenses included aggravated burglary, assault, rape, car theft and drug possession.

Norway. Attending a meeting in Oslo last year Clinton had his gofers tear the city upside down looking for one of his old girlfriends, whom he had met while touring Europe 30 years ago. When found, she stated—truthfully or prudently—that she had no recollection of ever meeting the Arkansas Romeo.

Sweden. Checks for $22,000 have been sent to 200 Swedes who were forcibly sterilized years after the government declared the practice to be socially undesirable. More than 63,000 Swedes—90% of them females—were sterilized between 1935 and 1975. Hard to believe, but 200 mentally ill patients were starved to death in 1941–43 in a hospital near the town of Lund. Some 400 patients were fed a strict diet of candy in an experiment to find the causes of tooth decay. Even harder to believe, from 1944 to 1965, 4,500 Swedes, some of them homos, were lobotomized.

Switzerland. Schocken, one of the many Jewish publishers in the U.S., came out with a book called *Fragment*{}s: *Memories of a Wartime Childhood*. Supposedly the work of a Holocaust survivor, it contained many of the usual gruesome Shoahbiz details. As the author was feted in the literary world, his work won some prestigious literary prizes. A couple of months ago the publisher suddenly withdrew the book. It turned out to be a forgery from first page to last. The author, a Swiss who used the name of Binjamin Willkomirski, had pretended his fiction was fact.

France. Another of the many con artists in the highest echelons of the French government is or was Finance Minister Dominique Strauss-Kahn, who was forced to resign in November when it was believed that he had antedated documents in order to pocket a $100,000 fee for advice on a property deal.

Robert Caratini, a Corsican historian, has joined the crusade to deflate Western heroes and heroines. He has penned a vicious attack on Joan of Arc, in which he claims she was a mentally disturbed kid who had practically no influence on the events of her day. She was simply used by various factions in the incessant wars between France and England and between French monarchists and French aristocrats.

Maurice Papon, a Vichyite and one-time high Gaullist official, fled to Switzerland in October to avoid serving a 10-year jail sentence for deporting Jews from France in WWII. In no time Swiss cops swooped down on him and dragged him back to France, where the ailing 89-year-old was immediately thrown in jail. Unlike Papon, an honest man, supercrook Marc Rich, a Jew hiding from the American authorities, is continuing to live high on the hog in Switzerland in a luxurious mansion with his own private beach. The U.S. has asked both Israel and Switzerland to extradite Rich and was rebuffed. Rich is supposed to be worth close to a billion dollars, much of it stolen from American investors.

Speaking of extradition, Israel, which refused to let an American Jewish murderer be returned to the U.S., decided to let an Israeli judge try Sam Sheinbein. He got
24 years, which means that he could be only 33 when let out on parole. Not a bad deal for a killer who snuffed out the life of a young Hispanic, then dismembered him.

**Monaco.** International banker Edmond Safra, a fancier of Bette Midler, died mysteriously of smoke inhalation in a bathroom of his 10,000-sq.-ft. penthouse in Monte Carlo. One story has it that he locked himself in the bathroom and wouldn’t come out for fear of masked invaders. Another story is that one of his bodyguards—he sometimes traveled with as many as 12—deliberately set fire to the building in order to quickly put it out and win Brownie points with his boss. To add credibility to his tale the bodyguard slashed himself with a knife, claiming it was the result of scuffling with intruders. Safra, who controls banks in the U.S., Europe and Israel, is worth at least $2.5 billion. Guess who attended his Jewish funeral? His bosom companion, Elie (the Weasel) Wiesel.

**Germany.** Egon Krenz, last head of Communist East Germany, finally was sent to jail for ordering the execution of East Germans trying to flee to the West after WWII. Nazi heads of state are hanged or shot Communist bosses get slaps on the wrist. Nazis are supposedly responsible for killing 11 million, including 6 million Jews. Stalin, responsible for killing at least 50 to 60 million, died in bed.

Having served seven months of a 10-month sentence, Australian Holocaust skeptic Dr. Fredrick Toben has been set free. He promises to return to Germany for his appeal. If he does, he stands a chance of serving even more time. Moreover, if he or his lawyer argue too forcefully, they could be arrested for denying the Holocaust. Meanwhile we are constantly assured that democracy is flourishing in the Fourth Reich.

The number of “anti-Semitic” incidents in Germany is increasing in direct proportion to the ever-mounting number of Soviet Jews imported into the country. In 1990 there were 30,000 Jews in Germany. Today there are more than 80,000, with the influx soon expected to reach 100,000. Synagogues are springing up like mushrooms—in Leipzig, Dresden, Munich and other cities. It is all too obvious that the German people do not want these newcomers, but the German government answers to the U.S government, not to the German people.

The top U.S. noncommissioned officer in Germany, Command Sgt. Major Riley Miller, was arrested and charged with sodomy and other crimes. The top noncommissioned officer in the U.S. was Sgt. Major Gene C. MacKinney, who was acquitted of 18 charges of sexual assault, but found guilty of sexual misconduct and reduced in rank. At least one, if not both, of these super-soldiers is black.

The latest scoop on *Mein Kampf* in Germany is that possessing it, discussing it, selling it or even looking at it carries with it a possible jail sentence. In the past Germans could buy the book on the Internet. No more, thanks to the hateful Simon Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles, which told German authorities that since the sale of the book is against the law in Germany, the ban should extend to the Internet. Amazon.com, the leading Internet bookseller, controlled naturally by a Jew, now says it will obey German laws and not sell any more books to the natives. A British publisher wanted to include *Mein Kampf* in the Frankfurt book fair where he was exhibiting what he described as the 100 most influential books of the modern era. He was told this would be illegal because German law says that Hitler’s tone cannot be displayed except under locked glass. At the height of the so-called Nazi tyranny, Germans could easily buy Marx’s *Das Kapital*.

**Poland.** A group of Israeli high school students, after visiting Auschwitz, invited male and female strippers up to their hotel rooms, where all concerned had a rip-roaring party.

**Hungary.** In the closing days of WWII American troops seized a “gold train” carrying confiscated Jewish valuables from Hungary to the West. In those confused times G.I.s were often free to loot with nary a peep from higher-ups, who themselves were not adverse to plundering. But stealing from Jews is not the same as stealing from Germans. Will the U.S. now be billed for pilfering the contents of the gold train?

**Yugoslavia.** Under NATO and UN auspices, an Islamic state—greater Albania, including Kosovo—is abuilding in former Yugoslavia. Most of the Christian Serbs in this former Yugoslav province have now been ethnically cleansed.

**Libya.** Despite the passage of two and more millennia, the fair-skinned residents of the Jebel Akhdar region remain quite distinct from other Libyans. Whereas Phoenicians and Romans colonized western Libya, Greeks had been the main settlers in Jebel Akhdar, then known as Cyrenaica. The people of jeanb Akhdar are renowned for their independent spirit.

**Israel.** Somehow or other the U.S. always seems to pay the freight for peace talks in the Middle East. The 1998 Wye River Conference will cost American taxpayers $1.8 billion. If Israel can be persuaded to give back the Golan Heights it stole in the 1967 War, the U.S. may have to shell out $20 billion to its “ally.”

Although the Israeli economy leans heavily on Christian tourists and pilgrims, especially during the holiday season, Chief Rabbi Israel Meir Lau is unhappy about what is going on. He reminded Israelis that it is forbidden for a Jew to look at a crucifix and has ordered hotels not to display Christmas decorations in their lobbies. All in all, Christians and Christianity are offensive to Rabbi Lau.

Long lines of Jewish refugees from Russia contain many uncircumcised Jews. When they arrive in Israel, rabbis want to cut them forthwith. Some object. The rabbis then tried to get around the problem by circumcising the dead. The objections grew shriller. It was finally decided that the uncircumcised while alive would be allowed to look under locked glass. At the height of the so-called Nazi tyranny, Germans could easily buy Marx’s *Das Kapital*.

The number of “anti-Semitic” incidents in Germany is increasing in direct proportion to the ever-mounting number of Soviet Jews imported into the country. In 1990 there were 30,000 Jews in Germany. Today there are more than 80,000, with the influx soon expected to reach 100,000. Synagogues are springing up like mushrooms—in Leipzig, Dresden, Munich and other cities. It is all too obvious that the German people do not want